
 

CONNECTING THE MARINE INDUSTRY



OPENSEA

THE GREENSEA SYSTEM
We started our company with one goal in mind: to improve the 
relationship between man and machine. To do so, we built an operating 
platform for the marine industry that would integrate vehicles, sensors, 
and equipment into one robotic system. OPENSEA® represents a decade 
of development and cross-manufacturer partnerships; providing a robust 
environment for new and emerging technologies.

With OPENSEA, the marine industry now has a distributed framework 
for complex robotic environments. Vehicles work as integrated systems 
coordinating navigation, control, and sensors to provide greater 
operational awareness. Through coordination of these systems and 
emerging technologies we are advancing robotic systems for high level 
tasking, interoperability, and intervention.

We believe integrated systems with SWaP-C optimized navigation and 
autonomy will be the key to success and growth in the marine industry. 
Our flexible packages are designed to evolve along with your needs and 
our industry. We are excited to help you accomplish your greater mission 
more efficiently and expediently. Ultimately, we never lose sight of this 
simple truth: your success is our success.

Complex Robotics

Integrated Systems
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The OPENSEA platform is currently running on 
more than 800 marine vehicles of varying shapes, 
sizes, and job functions. Using the OPENSEA 
software platform, Greensea can provide flexible, 
scalable navigation and control systems — allowing 
the same high-quality, reliable products to run on 
micro-ROVs, large work-class ROVs, submarines, 
hybrid vehicles, jet-propelled boats, and more. 



STIDD RNAV2
POWERED BY GREENSEA



STIDD Systems, Inc. created the most widely used, military-grade, Diver 
Propulsion Device (DPD) in the world, and now this certified, patented 
vehicle is providing an unprecedented capability that bridges the gap 
between man and machine. The new RNAV2 with AP2 Autopilot fulfills 

STIDD’s long-time goal of providing a manned – or 
optionally unmanned – autonomous DPD with high 
accuracy navigation.

In close collaboration with STIDD, Greensea 
integrated the OPENSEA operating platform, 
INSpect navigation, and Balefire autonomy 
products into the STIDD vehicle to help deliver the 
diver where they want to go. 

“The diver has a lot going on—especially a combat diver on a DPD flying 
underwater at three or four knots. If you ask a combat swimmer ‘what do 
you need to make this mission possible?’ they are not going to mention a 
piece of high-tech equipment. They are going to tell you, ‘I need to get to 
Point B, period.’ That’s our job—to get them there. We are building a ‘get 
me where I want to go’ system.”

Ben Kinnaman
Diver, Greensea President, and CEO

WE GET YOU WHERE  
YOU WANT TO GO



 ➤ Robust Lift Control. Lift heavy objects while maintaining  
perfect trim

 ➤ Stable High-Degree Pitch control. Provides stable operation even at 
extreme pitch

 ➤ Point-of-Interest Orbit. Automatically orbit any object in a perfect 
360 degree circle

 ➤ Supervised Autonomy. Provides high-level tasking

 ➤ Dynamic Waypoint Control. Real-time mission manipulation

 ➤ Integrated Inertial Navigation. Data fusion for optimized  
multi-state position

 ➤ Sonar-Relative Control. Operate relative to sonar targets

MODULAR  
TASK-SPECIFIC DESIGN
The VideoRay Mission Specialist Series (MSS) ROV System is a customizable 
and flexible platform that use a system of interchangeable, modular 
components communicating through a single intelligent network. The 
topology of the Mission Specialist Series ROV system provides a flexible 
and customizable platform which can be easily adapted to target specific 
missions. The philosophy behind the MSS is fitting each system to the 
sensors, tools, depth rating, and thrust needed for the job at hand, rather 
than retrofit accessories to a standard ROV.



VIDEORAY MSS
POWERED BY GREENSEA

“I am extremely impressed with how easily and how well Greensea 
integrated their software with our new MSS architecture. This is a 
big advance for ease-of-use and simplifying the operation of such 
a powerful platform—particularly the dialed-in performance of the 
automated control modes. We couldn’t be more pleased to add 
Greensea to the arsenal of solutions we can offer to ensure the 
success of our customers’ missions.”

Andy Goldstein
Vice President of Engineering, VideoRay



 ➤ Supervised autonomy and 
unmanned remote operation

 ➤ Dynamic positioning 

 ➤ Virtual anchoring

 ➤ Chart plotting using a touch 
screen display

 ➤ Lateral control for docking

 ➤ Robust vessel control

 ➤ Throttle command visualization

 ➤ Configurable screens  
and alarms

 ➤ System data logging

NAMJET iNAV
POWERED BY GREENSEA



BRIDGE BUILDING

Supervised autonomy for work boats increases safety and efficiency; 
supporting coordinated operations for multi-boat tasks such as bridge 
erection. NAMJet’s Intelligent Navigation & Control System, iNAV, 
powered by Greensea, is a state of the art, fully integrated electronic 
control system that is compatible with most navigation hardware and 
sensors. iNAV is modular and can be configured as the basic iNAV-iN1 
system to control engine throttle, transmission, waterjet bucket, and 
steering; through to the advanced iNAV-iN4 system providing an intuitive 
user interface for navigation and full vessel control on a touch screen 
glass helm. The iNAV-iN4 control features station keeping and dynamic 
position capabilities.

Australian BEPB bridge erection sequence.
Photo credits: ©Birdon/NAMJet



WE MAKE SYSTEMS WORK
OPENSEA is an enabling platform for advanced technologies. It’s an architectural 
framework and a fertile environment for building the ultimate objective – a robotic 
system supporting real-world applications for complex tasks. “I realized very early 
that the failure of emerging technology in the marine mobile robotics field was not 
the lack of good technologies, it was the lack of good solutions,” said Ben Kinnaman, 
CEO and President, Greensea.

OPENSEA allows Greensea to be the leader in robotic technology for the marine 
industry by providing a platform that...

Customer Specific Applications

OPENSEA Application Layer

OPENSEA Library

Task Management
Device Management

Application Data
State-Behavior Arbitration

Communications
Application Management

Scheduling / Thread Management
Hardware Drivers / Thread Management

Interface / Platform API / Resource Management
Error Handling, Messaging, Fault Mitigation

Native support for 
thousands of sensors – 
regardless of brand.

98%+ of system code 
doesn’t change – 
regardless of vehicle or 
sensor set.

Built by experienced 
offshore operators to 
be simple to use.

OPENSEA provides a platform to support truly novel and groundbreaking technolo-
gies for navigation and control.

 ➤ Solves the integration issue

 ➤ Solves the robustness issue

 ➤ Solves the configuration management issue

 ➤ Solves the communications issue



INTEGRATION AND CONTROL
OPENSEA transforms current technology investments into powerful solutions. This mature 
technology is behind all of Greensea’s products, and has over ten years of use in the 
field. It’s used by many of the world’s most advanced ROVs supporting mission-critical 
military and commercial operations. Developed by the offshore-experienced Greensea 
team, this robust technology is purpose-built to make operations easier and more accurate 
while minimizing expense and risk.

Diver propulsion

ROV

AUV

Glider

Submarine

Workboat

Ferry

Bridge erection boat

USV

Tow fish

Sidescan sonar sled

Buoy

Custom Build

Vehicles

Sonar

Cameras

Lights 

Pilot chairs

Winch

Black box/Data 
recorders

Manipulators

Pan & tilt

Ground fault 
monitoring

Relays

Joystick

Battery

Fiber optic MUX

Motor controller

Valve packs

DAQ

Laser

EquipmentSensors

CTD

Salinity

Luminescence

Fluorometer

pH

Speed of sound

Oxygen

Magnetometer

Power monitoring 

INS 

DVL

Compass 

USBL/LBL

GPS

IMU

AHRS

Altimeters

Pressure

*Not a complete list. Inquire to see if your sensor is integrated with the Greensea system.

SYSTEMS



Schmidt Ocean Institute works to advance the frontiers of global marine 
research by providing state of the art operational, technological, and 
informational support to pioneering ocean science and technology 
development projects. The Greensea Balefire advanced vehicle control 
system makes the SuBastian ROV, a highly stable and maneuverable 
platform, allowing the pilot and science team to focus on the mission.  
Our latest advancement is accurate line following to a specified velocity.

Photo courtesy of Schmidt Ocean Institute.



SuBASTIAN
POWERED BY GREENSEA



Supervised autonomy and integrated inertial navigation on the STIDD Diver 
Propulsion Device provide a safer and more productive mobility system 
for combat divers. Combat divers can now offload navigation, piloting, 
and obstacle avoidance to the supervised autonomy of the DPD by pre-
planning missions, coordinating missions between teams, and autonomously 
executing missions. Integrated navigation, vehicle control, autonomy, and 
sonar integration work together to provide divers a fully automated or fly-
by-wire delivery system. Divers transit to predetermined locations “hands-
free” at up to 4 knots. Using Workspace, divers can easily monitor their 
progress to their destination, battery power, manage alarms, and even re-
route the vehicle.

 ➤ Integrated inertial navigation

 ➤ Hydrographic survey

 ➤ Mission automation

 ➤ Autonomy

 ➤ Over-the-horizon communications

 ➤ Intuitive and fully integrated visual Workspace

PROVEN DPD
NEW CAPABILITIES



PROVEN DPD
NEW CAPABILITIES

STIDD DPD OM2
POWERED BY GREENSEA



INSPECT GS INERTIAL 
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Greensea’s INSpect GS inertial navigation systems are designed for robotic systems with size, 
weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C) restrictions. They’re built on a flexible and scalable software/ 
hardware architecture allowing Greensea engineers to optimize performance for specific 
applications.

INSpect GS1 is Greensea’s core INS engine. It features Greensea’s 
proprietary Kalman estimation algorithms and is the product of over 
10 years of development and blue-water testing. Based on OPENSEA, 
GS1 provides support of a wide range of core inertial and aiding 
sensors. Greensea’s patent-pending autonomous heading alignment 
algorithms ensure the best navigation performance for any operational 
scenario. The GS1 can be custom configured for any navigation and 
localization application where performance and accuracy is required.

INSpect GS3 and GS4 are integrated aided inertial navigation systems 
utilizing the GS1 INS engine with a defined set of internal sensors 
and wide support for most aiding sensor configurations common in 
the subsea industry. They are an excellent choice for applications 
requiring accurate, low-cost performance navigation to enable vehicle 
control, station keeping, platform stabilization, and sensor fusion.

 » Proven for long-duration and mid-water station keeping
 » Proven for long distance transects
 » Supports 6 degrees of freedom control
 » Sensor fusion and full INS positioning
 » Supports full autonomy
 » Uses OPENSEA technology to expand IO beyond navigation
 » Use existing navigation aiding sensors: USBL, LBL, DVL, GPS, 

odometer, altimeter, and other orientation sensors

NAVIGATION
INSpect GS4 FOG INS is 
an accurate, fully-integrated 
system that can accommodate 
a wide array of aiding sensors.

INSpect GS1 software 
supports most sensor 
configurations and is 
delivered in an OEM format. 

Features and highlights for the INSpect GS product line:



NAVIGATION



EXOCETUS
POWERED BY GREENSEA

“Integration of the OPENSEA platform is 
the perfect compliment for our modular, 
user-centric approach to the Exocetus 
Glider.”

Joe Turner
Co-Founder 
Exocetus Autonomous Systems



The Exocetus Coastal Glider is a versatile, long-duration autonomous 
vehicle that can carry an extensive payload for scientific, military, or 
commercial applications. It is designed to operate well in the changing 
salinity conditions common along the coast and provide an open 
architecture for ease of use. Using Greensea’s OPENSEA operating 
platform, users can add or change scientific sensors without requiring a 
trip back to the lab to reconfigure hardware and software.

 ➤ Robust. A redundant and independent emergency processor provides 
added peace of mind and security for your vehicle, data, and mission. 

 ➤ Modifiable. Unique engine design provides a wide operating enve-
lope for an array of payload weights, drags, and centers of gravity.

 ➤ Configurable. Highly configurable with native support for thousands 
of sensors using the OPENSEA operating environment and the ability 
to integrate custom technologies using Greensea’s SDK.

STREAMLINED 
OPERATIONS FOR 
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY



Greensea Workspace fuses vehicle control, navigation, payload sensors, diagnostics, and data man-
agement into a single screen. For many operators, this means the elimination of screens, computers, 
and third-party navigation packages. The centralized data framework allows visualization, logging, 
archival, and playback of all vehicle and payload data, including sonar and video. With this powerful 
work environment, you’ll see a dramatic improvement in the quality of the data you can mine from 
every mission.

Greensea Workspace is a fully distributed, networked system capable of supporting multiple users, 
even in different locations. Team members can share vehicle and target data in real-time between 
local workstations, a field office, or remote command stations. Operators can also configure the 
screen based on their task – drag edges of a window to enlarge or hide areas on the screen.

MENU BAR
Diagnostics, tuning,

and payload

WAYPOINTS
Execute planned missions 

Line following

AUTOPILOTS
GO TO position, jog 
Pt. of Interest orbit

SET JOG
Move centimeters at time

WORK
COMPASS ROSE

Vehicle attitude & 
turns count

DEPTH & ALTITUDE
Monitor current & desired



NETWORKED
- Multi-operator support
- Local and wide area integration
- Streaming sonar and video data

DIAGNOSTICS
- Individual device diagnostics
- Aggregated health and status
- Real-time signal visualization

ALARM MANAGEMENT
- User defined alarms
- Logged alarms

NETWORKED DATA DISTRIBUTION
- Distributed via OPENSEA Hub
- Supports unlimited individual 
   workspaces

DATA LOGGING
- Comprehensive data logging and archival
- Data playback
- Log marker utility
- Raw sensor logging
- Sonar and video recording with nav sync
- Profiling

CHART PLOTTING
- Third-party navigation package replacement
- Integrated ship navigation
- Chart / Geodata / Bathy support
- MOBs, waypoints, routes, & marker support
- Inclusion/exclusion zones

MISSION PLANNING
- Mission archival and recall
- Real-time mission modification
- Target management
- Hazard zone support
- Automated tasking

INTEGRATED SONAR
- Target tracking
- Networkable
- Export to standard video files
- Multi-sonar support
- Logged & Synchronized
- Georeferenced within Workspace

INTEGRATED VIDEO
- Configurable video overlay
- Networkable
- Export to standard video files
- Multi-video support
- Logging, archival, playback

VIDEO
Fully integrated with overlay

MULTI-VEHICLE DISPLAY
Ships, Vehicles, & Beacons

INTEGRATED CHART PLOTTING
Layered geodata support
Inclusion/exclusion zones

SONAR
Target tracking
Exclusive sonar positioning

SPACE

MAPS & MARKERS
Describe objects of interest
Data logged, time-stamped



SEABOTIX vLBV
POWERED BY GREENSEA



A more capable robotic team member supports maritime threat mitigation for 
EOD. Using SmartFlight 2.0, powered by Greensea, Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
(EOD) teams can conduct their jobs without having to become ROV pilots, by 
leaving the piloting to the ROV. With supervised autonomy, operators have a 
higher level language for communicating commands to their smart robotic partner. 
Integrated inertial navigation, vehicle control, automated tasks, payload integration, 
and target-relative positioning combine behind an intuitive Workspace to provide a 
new concept in surveying and disruption of underwater threats.

DE-MINING WITH  
MILITARY PRECISION

The appearance of U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) visual information does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement.

SEABOTIX vLBV

 ➤ Integrated inertial navigation 
system

 ➤ Multi-mode, 6-DOF vehicle control

 ➤ Fly-by-wire joystick control

 ➤ Station keeping & dynamic 
positioning

 ➤ Route planning & execution

 ➤ Target acquisition/reacquisition

 ➤ Target intervention

 ➤ Sonar-based feature-relative control

 ➤ Full payload integration & control

 ➤ Intuitive and integrated visual 
Workspace



SEAmagine has been at the forefront of technology and innovation in the 
field of small manned submersibles for over 30 years. They understand 
that to focus on an experience, an operator must work seamlessly with 
their technology. So, it’s not surprising that they selected the Greensea 
Workspace to provide an intuitive interface between man and machine. 
All necessary piloting information is displayed on one screen; sonar, 
navigation, mission planning, video, as well as diagnostics and alarms can 
all be easily accessed. One integrated, modular system for streamlined, 
efficient operations.

TOTAL IMMERSION

 ➤ Intuitive and integrated visual Workspace

 ➤ SWaP-C optimized integrated inertial navigation system

 ➤ Route planning

 ➤ Payload integration & control



SEAmagine
POWERED BY GREENSEA



BALEFIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
Balefire is an easy-to-use, advanced vehicle control system for the marine industry. It 
provides exceptional vehicle stability and maneuverability, allowing operators to focus on 
their mission rather than the vehicle. Using the OPENSEA platform, Balefire provides a 
stable, robust operating environment while still offering customization. 

From autonomously sending ROVs down to 6000 meters to remotely controlling bridge 
erection boats, we provide customizable, integrated, precise control. By leveraging our 
proven, modular, core technologies, systems can be designed and deployed quickly and 
robustly. Our success is driven by hands-on experience, working directly with our customers 
to create requirements-driven systems that meet their objectives.

CONTROL ROOMS

Station Keeping
Dynamic Positioning
Reacquisition
GO TO Position
Advanced Fly-by-Wire
Autopilots: Depth, Altitude

Heading,  Pitch, Roll, 
Velocity, Descent/Ascent

Vehicle Positioning Automated Positioning

Mission Execution
Waypoint Execution
Task Automation
Real-Time Supervision
Point-of-Interest Orbit
Supervised Autonomy
Dynamic Waypoint Control

Sonar Positioning

Sonar-Relative Control
Click-to-Acquire
Hazard/Keep Out  
Zones

All advanced vehicle positioning modules require vehicle position data provided by an INS plus one or more 
aiding sensors (e.g. Doppler Velocity Log, LBL, USBL, line counter).

CONTROL
Greensea provides some of the world’s most advanced integrated operator controls. 
Customized designs utilize our robust OPENSEA platform. Operators now have the 
flexibility to design their work environment to optimize efficiency.



Photo: Courtesy of Paul G. Allen, Vulcan Inc.



Vulcan Inc., a Paul G. Allen Company, utilized state-of-the-art Greensea 
technology in their recent historic discovery of the USS Indianapolis at 
5500m in the Philippine Sea. Greensea’s proven operating platform, 
OPENSEA, provided inertial navigation and supervised autonomy in 
a unified, integrated system for the Vulcan ROV during its mission to 
confirm and document the wreckage of the WWII vessel.

EXPERT EXPLORERS

Greensea technology provided unprecedented ROV control helping to 
create operational efficiencies for the pilots. Cutting-edge features essen-
tial to streamlining the mission’s operations included:

 ➤ Automated ascent and descent winch control system allowing pilots 
to set a desired vehicle depth and automatically descend or ascend 
to that level.

 ➤ Automatic black box recorder turning on/off when the vehicle en-
tered/exited the water, providing a comprehensive recording of the 
mission’s telemetry data for both the AUV and the ROV.

 ➤ Synchronized pilot and co-pilot chairs with touchscreen displays 
supporting simultaneous operation of lights, cameras, and hydraulics, 
while enabling vehicle control to be switched between pilots.

 ➤ Multi-vehicle user interface.

One of the five-inch 25 caliber anti-aircraft gun mounts from the USS Indianapolis. View 
of the R/V Petrel’s ROV control center. Photos: Courtesy of Paul G. Allen, Vulcan Inc.



VULCAN/ARGUS
POWERED BY GREENSEA

“Greensea’s OPENSEA control system is crucial to our 
success for extreme deep diving operations. Never 
before have I experienced an ROV control environment as 
unified, configurable, or integrated as this one. Greensea has a 
solid, reliable product, and I consider them a valued asset to all 
of our subsea systems.”

Robert Kraft
Director | Subsea Operations Vulcan Inc.



KLEIN 5900
POWERED BY GREENSEA



Klein’s flagship 5900 is a super high resolution, dynamically-focused, 
multibeam side scan sonar utilizing Greensea’s inertial navigation 
technology. Primarily designed for Q-Route Survey and mine 
countermeasure (MCM), the sonar provides 100% bottom coverage at 
>10knots. The 5900 digital architecture creates synthetic beams with 
resolution superior to any commercial SAS (synthetic aperture sonar) 
in the near range, offering superb performance in a robust and easy to 
deploy tow fish.

PRECISION SURVEY

 ➤ Designed for rough sea conditions or littoral waters where 
SAS have unacceptably high risk of not producing images.

 ➤ Proprietary SP-Link allows real-time, full-resolution sonar 
image transmission from the USV to the mother ship via radio 
link.

 ➤ Proven detection capabilities in high sea states as demon-
strated for at NATO Mine Countermeasure Challenge.

 ➤ Integrated INSpect GS inertial navigation system

 ➤ Actuated depressor wing with dual actuator

 ➤ Roll bias compensation

 ➤ Emergency fly out/up



This Outland ROV is a tough vehicle for tough conditions. Outland 
products are made for hard work, a concept we really identify with here at 
Greensea. The ROV—and our system—are both hardy enough to handle 
Arctic conditions.

Outland develops products from actual field experience. Their practical, 
straightforward approach to technology has earned the confidence of 
many police departments, scientific organizations, and commercial service 
providers.

RUGGED AND RELIABLE

Students from Northwestern Michigan College.



RUGGED AND RELIABLE

OUTLAND
POWERED BY GREENSEA



LU’UKAI
POWERED BY GREENSEA



The School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology (SOEST) at the 
University of Hawaii operates one of the few 6000m ROV systems in the 
world — the Lu’ukai. With the help of Greensea’s advanced control system 
and integrated device management, they recently demonstrated fine scale 
sampling and ruler straight transecting at 5480m. The excursion yielded 
the award of a major project to investigate manganese nodule beds.   

Greensea supports SOEST and many other scientific organizations with 
cutting edge navigation and control systems to provide precision control 
even at depth.  

AWARD WINNING

Greensea is the proud recipient of the 2018 Marine Technology 
Society’s ROV Corporate Excellence Award.  This award is not 
awarded annually but rather based on merit as
recognized by the committee.



Northwestern Michigan College has a long history with training people for 
work in the Great Lakes and the world’s oceans. In 2015, NMC launched 
the nation’s first Bachelor of Science degree in marine technology that 
focused on the competencies and applied skills needed to work in multiple 
sectors of the industry. The Marine Technology program at NMC teaches 
students to perform applied technical work involving the calibration, 
deployment, operation, maintenance, and management of marine 
technology assets. Once these students graduate, they have interesting job 
opportunities all over the world.

“From the very beginning, we partnered with Greensea  
to outfit our Falcon ROV in an effort to make our training relevant to 
the platforms used in today’s industry while providing our students with 
cutting-edge technology. This partnership has led to internship and 
job opportunities for our students and multiple connections with other 
agencies utilizing our equipment.” 

Hans Vansumeren
Director of Great Lakes Water Studies Institute,
Northwestern Michigan College

TRAINING TOMORROW’S  
MARINE TECHNOLOGISTS



FALCON
POWERED BY GREENSEA



Utilizing the OPENSEA operating platform, 
Greensea can provide complex robotic 
systems that are customized to 
address real-world applications.  
The full suite of Greensea 
technologies includes 
navigation/localization, 
autonomy, device 
control, and 
operator interface.  
Together, these 
technologies provide a 
powerful, comprehensive, 
modular, robotic system that is 
ready to take on challenging tasks.

Give us a call to discuss how we can 
leverage our technology for you.

ROBUST ROBOTIC 
TECHNOLOGIES
CUSTOMIZED 
FOR YOUR 
APPLICATION





Greensea Systems, Inc.
10 East Main Street :: PO Box 959 :: Richmond, Vermont 05477
802.434.6080 :: greensea.com

Greensea Systems® and OPENSEA® are registered trademarks of Greensea Systems, Inc. OPENSEA is a patent-pending technology.


